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calcIT is customized to your specific requirements within a software implementation project.  

Starting from a pre-installed industry template, which already contains various structural elements, 

calculation rules and templates that are commonly used in your industry environment, the calcIT 

configuration is continuously refined in an agile methodology and supplemented with additional 

functionalities that you need for your individual calcIT system. 

To provide you with a flexible and at the same time goal-oriented software implementation, the 

implementation project is divided into transparent and clearly structured phases, which are de-

scribed in detail on the following pages. The result of each phase is an executable calcIT version, 

which you can fully test directly and use for the calculation and output of real projects. 

 

 

calcIT implementation project 

Normally you can already use after a few procejt days a first calcIT basic con-

figuration ("demo system"). This contains a calculation structure based on 

your requirements, simple libraries, and master data as well as predefined 

output templates (Word and Excel files). 

The calcIT basic configuration at a glance:  

    
Calculation structure 

 
Libraries 

 
Master data 

 
Export templates 
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calcIT implementation project 

Phase model 

The calcIT implementation project basically runs in several phases, which can differ depending 

on the software requirements. To tailor calcIT optimally to your individual needs, we have de-

fined questions for each phase that you answer for your company. The result of each phase is 

a functional version of calcIT, which is jointly analyzed in a fit-gap analysis to cover your re-

quirements. Each further phase is based on the results of the previous phase or the previous 

fit-gap analysis. 

In general, we proceed according to the following phase model for a calcIT implementation: 

 Phase 1: Creation of a basic configuration ("demo system") 

 After the kick-off, we work together with you to develop the minimum requirements for a 

 base system tailored to your needs based on a suitable industry template. 

 The architecture of the basic configuration consists of component types, hierarchy rules, 

 calculation rules, simple output templates as well as simple libraries. 

 

 Result: fully functional calcIT basic configuration 

 

 

✓ What goals are you pursuing by introducing a new costing tool 

and what requirements do you have for the new system? 

✓ What problems occur in your current costing, what are the con-

sequences of these problems and who are they affecting? 

✓ Where do you see the greatest need for optimization? 

 

 

 Phase 2: Refinement of the calculation structures 

 Based on the calcIT basic configuration we refine and complete the calculation structures on 

 all levels. Hierarchies, input masks and column views are optimized column views are  

 optimized and specific calculation rules are implemented. In addition, we create relevant  

 special cases or alternative calculation variants. 

 

 Result: calcIT version with mature calculation structures 

 

 

✓ Please describe the schematic structure of the cost aggregation 

and pricing, if possible also graphically. 

✓ Describe the requirements of the individual components, which 

attributes are shown and whether these values are calculated / 

entered manually. 

✓ Are there dependencies e.g. "When x is completed, y can start"? 
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 Phase 3: Setting up libraries and data migration 

 In order to be able to fill the calculation with the correct data and structures, we set up libraries 

 and libraries and master data together with you. For the import of data or the migration of 

 data from other systems, we create import settings for Excel files and/or simple data inter- 

 faces if necessary. 

 

 Result: calcIT version for the calculation of real projects with real data 

 

 

✓ What master data is available, how is it structured? 

✓ How and in which tool is it currently maintained? 

✓ Are libraries or parts lists already available? If so, do they have 

a uniform form or a common data structure? 

 

 

 Phase 4: Creation of export templates 

 We create various templates for Word and Excel documents (e. g. for quotations, costs, etc.) 

 in accordance with your technical requirements and layout wishes. In addition to pure text, it 

 is also possible to output graphical elements such as product images or diagrams. 

 

 Result: calcIT version with templates for quotes and reports 

 

 

✓ Which quotation documents are needed in Word/Excel? 

✓ How should the layout be designed? 

✓ Which languages, attributes and regulations should be  

considered? 

 

 

 Phase 5: Configuration of further functions 

 In close cooperation with you, we develop concepts for more advanced functions and for non- 

 costing data structures such as orders, stock lists and CRM functionalities. For this purpose, 

 we create new data entities and node types with their own hierarchies, masks and calculation 

 rules. We create calculation rules and design transfer masks for data transfer. 

 

 Result: complex calcIT version for variable enterprise use 

 

 

✓ Which additional functions do you need? 

✓ Which non-calculation data structures do you have? 

✓ Should these data structures also be mapped with calcIT? 
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 Phase 6: Setting up interfaces 

 In cooperation with the respective specialist, we design solutions for the connection calcIT to 

 third-party software that is in use at your company. calcIT can in principle be connected to 

 any external system. If SAP is used, we can rely on an extensive catalog of catalog and the 

 experience of our SAP team. 

 

 Result: calcIT version with interfaces to third-party software 

 

 

✓ Which business management tools do you use besides the cal-

culation tool and which needs an interface to the new calculation 

tool? 

✓ Which data should be imported and exported? 

✓ Which values/fields/data should be transferred specifically? 

 

 

 Phase 7: Integration tests and go-live 

 Before the calcIT system goes live, we perform extensive tests of all elements of the calcIT 

 system both internally and together with you. If necessary, all interface processes will be 

 tested as well. We make the last remaining adjustments to the system and accompany you 

 during the training and familiarization of end users. 

 

 Ergebnis: final calcIT version for productive use 

 

 

✓ Do all elements work and can you perform your calculation as 

required?  

✓ Are all third-party systems connected with interfaces accessible?  

✓ Are further employee trainings required? 

 

From the cost calculation of a single screw to the comprehensive calculation of complex offers: 

calcIT adapts 100% to the specific requirements. 

The special advantages of the CPQ software calcIT at a glance: 

 Individually and flexibly customizable 

 Parallel editing thanks to live updating 

 Multiple integration options 

 Multilingual, intercompany calculations 

 Work without internet connection thanks to offline client 

 Predefined industry templates and best practice approaches 

 Extensive analyses and reports in individual output format 
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The calcIT User Interface 

In order to give you a better picture of how calcIT works, you will find below excerpts from our 

calculation software which show, among other things, the progress of individual phases.   

 

Project costing overview 

 
 

Individual export formats 
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Individual calculation rules 

 
 

Extensive interfaces to third-party systems 

 

 

Are you thinking about introducing a CPQ solution and looking for the right  

partner to implement it? Feel free to contact us. We support you from consulting and 

conception to implementation and operation. 

 

We look forward to your inquiry! 

https://www.calcit-kalkulationssoftware.de/
https://www.calcit-kalkulationssoftware.de/kontakt/#demo-anfragen

